Bedford County longrifle parts kit:

#Lock-LR-Bed-P Bedford County percussion lock $ 92.00

• Order our flint lock #Lock-LR-Bed-F, for an early Bedford longrifle.

#Stk-Bed-14-M1 stock, shaped pre-inlet fullstock, maple $210.00

• Or specify curly maple stock #STK-Bed-14-M3, at extra cost.

#GMT-50-B-42 barrel, .50 caliber, 7/8" octagon, 42" $154.99

• Use 13/16" barrels and stock for .36, .40, or .45 caliber, 15/16" for .54

#Plug-ST-14-5 plug, 5/8-18 thread, straight tang $ 7.99

• We can quickly install the plug, sights, and lugs, at extra cost

#TR-LR-Bed double set trigger, with curved plate $ 55.00

• Nickel silver sideplates in other designs, available at extra cost.

#BP-Bed-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass $ 27.50

#TG-Bed-1-B triggerguard, sand cast brass $ 29.99

• Nickel silver triggerguard #TG-Bed-1-S, is available, at extra cost.

#TP-TC-P-1-B toeplate, brass, die cut, polished $ 3.79

• Nickel silver toeplate #TP-TC-P-1-S is available, at extra cost.

#Ramrod-6 ramrod, 3/8" diameter, 48" length $ 1.49

#RT-6-10-B ramrod tip, 3/8" brass, 10-32 thread $ 2.29

#UL-NW-1 under lug for pin, milled steel, use three $ 1.50

• Nickel rod pipes #RP-TC-GA-E6B and #RP-TC-GA-F6B available.

#TR-6-10-B ramrod tip, 3/8" brass, 10-32 thread $ 2.29

#RT-6-10-B ramrod tip, 3/8" brass, 10-32 thread $ 2.29

• Nickel rod pipes #RP-TC-GA-E6B and #RP-TC-GA-F6B available.

#MC-SC-14-B muzzle cap, 7/8" octagon, brass $ 7.59

• Nickel silver muzzle cap #MC-SC-14-S is available, at extra cost.

#FS-TC-HB-TH front sight, high silver blade $ 4.29

#RS-DRU-CT rear sight, wax cast steel $ 7.99

#Drum-7-5-FL powder drum, 7/16" diameter, undrilled $ 2.99

#RST-S nipple, 1/4-28 thread, stainless steel $ 3.99

• Order #THL-S4S vent for a flint rifle, instead of the drum & nipple.

#Screw-Set-LR set of unplated screws and pins $10.79

• Q" style patchbox kit, brass $ 24.99

• Nickel silver patchbox kit #PB-Kit-3-S is available, at extra cost.

#Screw-6x12 patchbox screw, flat head, use twelve $ 0.20

#Plan-Bedford Full scale Bedford blueprint $ 6.50

Bedford County flint or percussion lock, by L&R:

Modeled after an original lock by John Amos, this lock will actually fit the mortise of his original Bedford County rifle. His lock graces the cover of The Bedford County Rifle and its Makers by Calvin Hetrick, sold separately.

Flint or percussion, right hand only. Made in the U.S.A.

#Lock-LR-Bed-F Bedford County flint lock only $133.00

#Lock-LR-Bed-P Bedford County cap lock only $ 92.00

Bedford County cap lock

Bedford County percussion lock

Bedford County flint lock

Bedford County longrifle parts kit:

To see detailed views of this Bedford County longrifle, visit our web site

www.trackofthewolf.com

Select “Gun Kits,” then “Bedford Rifle.”

Bedford County longrifle stocks:

Shaped and pre-inlet on the high precision Allen’s Patent 5 axis pantograph, this slim fullstock is inlet for L&R’s flint or percussion Bedford County lock.

Lock panels are crisp, and the forend is squared. Inlet for our buttplate, and L&R’s Bedford triggers. It has 14" trigger reach, 3-3/4" drop. The ramrod hole is 3/8", drilled full depth.

Select your choice of 13/16", 7/8", or 15/16" octagon channel.

#STK-Bed-13-M1 for 13/16" barrel, maple, plain only $210.00

#STK-Bed-13-M3 for 13/16" barrel, maple, curly only $255.00

#STK-Bed-14-M1 for 13/16" barrel, maple, fancy only $340.00

#STK-Bed-14-M3 for 13/16" barrel, maple, curly only $255.00

#STK-Bed-14-M4 for 13/16" barrel, maple, fancy only $340.00

#STK-Bed-15-M1 for 15/16" barrel, maple, plain only $210.00

#STK-Bed-15-M3 for 15/16" barrel, maple, curly only $255.00

#STK-Bed-15-M4 for 15/16" barrel, maple, fancy only $340.00

Buttplates for Bedford County longrifles:

These wax cast buttplates are good choices, easily fitted to our Bedford stock. Brass is the correct traditional choice of trim on Bedford County rifles. See our exact full size photographs of buttplates.

#BP-Bed-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $ 27.50

#BP-Bed-1-S buttplate, wax cast nickel silver only $ 29.99

Triggerguards for Bedford County longrifles:

Several of our triggerguards are suitable for a golden age era longrifle, or a Bedford County longrifle. Most will accept a double set trigger. See our exact full size photographs of all triggerguards.

#TG-Bed-1-B triggerguard, wax cast brass $ 29.99

#TG-Bed-1-S triggerguard, wax cast nickel silver $ 29.99

#TG-E-50-B triggerguard, sand cast brass $ 14.50

#TG-E-50-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver $ 15.50

#TG-E-7-B triggerguard, sand cast brass $ 14.50

#TG-E-7-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver $ 15.50

Essential tools and tool bits, for the gun builder:

Taps, tap drills, and clearance drills for lock bolts, tang bolts, screws, pins, touch hole liners, percussion nipples, and drums.

#Tap-5/16-24-T tap drill, for 5/16-24 thread $ 3.99

#Tap-5/16-24-P plug tap, for 5/16-24 thread $ 3.99

#Tap-1/4-28-T tap drill, for 1/4-28 thread $ 3.99

#Tap-1/4-28-P plug tap, for 1/4-28 thread $ 3.99

#Tap-1/4-28-B tap drill, for 1/4-28 thread $ 3.99

#Tap-8-32-T tap drill, for 8-32 thread $ 3.99

#Drill-3 drill bit, .213" diameter for 1/4-28 $ 3.99

#Drill-13/64 drill bit, .203" to clear 10-32, #10 screw $ 1.99

#Drill-16 drill bit, .177" to clear 8-32, #8 screw $ 1.99

#Drill-25 drill bit, .149" to clear 6-40, #6 screw $ 1.99

#Drill-29 drill bit, .136" diameter for 8-32 $ 1.99

#Drill-3/32 drill bit, .093" diameter for 3/32" dowel pin $ 1.99

#Drill-I drill bit, .2720" diameter for 5/32" $ 1.99

"The Bedford County Rifle and its Makers"

Photos display the rifles of Bedford County, flint and percussion. Soft bound, 8-1/2 x 11", 125 illustrations, 41 pages, by Calvin Hetrick.

#Book-BCRM Bedford County Rifles & Makers $10.00

To see detailed views of this Bedford County longrifle, visit our web site

www.trackofthewolf.com

Select “Gun Kits,” then “Bedford Rifle.”